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About This Game

Drox Operative is a starship action RPG with warring alien races, fierce space battles, a dynamic, evolving galaxy, and co-op
multiplayer for Windows and Mac.

Eons ago the Drox ruled the galaxy through their mighty Operatives. These elite starship captains were trained to accomplish the
impossible at whatever cost necessary. Whether employing stealth or brute force, they were always deadly. Using these

Operatives, the Drox built a starlane system for quick travel amongst the stars, colonized and conquered millions of planets, and
ruled the galaxy with an iron grip for over 100,000 years. Eventually realizing their Operatives were a threat, they attempted to

assassinate all of them. They failed. The following Galactic Civil War was devastating.

Thousands of years later, the Drox are extinct, but the secretive Drox Operative guild lives on. They have learned their lesson
though: loyalty to any one race is foolish. They now work for whoever can pay. And pay they do! Empires might span hundreds

of planets and thousands of ships, but when a critical task arises, they still turn to an Operative.

In the new space race, the major races are scouting, colonizing, and expanding, trying to take over the galaxy by diplomacy,
technology, war, or any other means their scheming minds can contemplate.

As a Drox Operative it's NOT your job to manage all of those annoying people, build thousands of buildings, play nice with
your enemies, or balance the budget. It IS your job to pick the winning side and maybe even help them conquer the galaxy if
you're being nice, more importantly though is to rake in as many credits as possible, well that and build the coolest, deadliest

ship in the known universe. Not many screw with an Operative captaining a Dreadnaught!
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Explore a dynamic and evolving galaxy

Explore a unique sector of the galaxy in every game, with different "monsters", ship components, quests, and even races

Fight in the galactic war between the various alien races

Battle hundreds of different enemy starships

Build the coolest and deadliest starship in the galaxy

Outfit your ship with thousands of components and crew

Adventure with your friends with co-op multiplayer
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I've had this game in my account for a while, and it was recommended in the recent spring cleaning event, so I gave it a try.

I found most of the gameplay quite intuitive. The help pop up screens were quite helpful at the start. And the combat felt quite
fun and satisfying. The concept of setting a Space Rangers like game inside an AI played 4X is a good idea. I loved in old
Pirates! on C64 how cities would change hands and the nations would do their thing that you tried to exploit.

I restarted a few games to get a hang of things, and started a new game yesterday where I made it to level 10 in 6 hours or so.

By the end I was ready to quit.

The game felt amazing and fun at first, and the space combat feels fine.

However, I felt progression was painfully slow. The vast majority of equipment I found was not as good as what I was using, and
finding one good item for an equipment slot meant waiting a very long time for something better to come along. It didn't help
that none the races was selling anything nearly as good as what had dropped from enemies or planets.

I eventually got dragged into a war by my allies that turned into a dull slog. Quests were repetitive and not very exciting, and XP
gain was painfully slow at this point, even though I had significantly upgraded my ship's weapons, thrust, and defenses.

At this point I felt like I had seen everything the game had to offer - the small handful of quests, the relatively small selection of
equipment that only differs in the size of attached numbers, even planet names repeated in a medium sized sector - and called it
quits.
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